The Try SCUBA course will give you
the basic knowledge you need to
make a safe SCUBA dive directly
supervised by an instructor.
The Jr. Open Water Certification is for
those that want more of the aquatic
world providing you an
academic
overview of diving, skill training in
shallow water and open water dives.
After completion of the Jr. Open Water
Certification you can participate in
supervised open water dives in
locations around the world. The Jr.
Open Water Certification Program also
gives you credit toward full, entry-level
certification.

This program brought to you by the coalition of
Independent Dive Instructors at Brunswick Scuba
http://www.BrunswickScuba.com/

If you choose the Try SCUBA course
of the Open Water Certification course
you can be sure of the most
educational and challenging course
possible while ensuring safety and a
unsurpassed aquatic adventure in a
controlled environment.

The SCUBA Scout Program
introduces scouts to the
wonders of the aquatic world
under the supervision of
certified diving professionals.
SCUBA Certification is also
available for those that meet
the age requirement.

Scuba Diving is a totally awesome
sport. We introduces qualified
scouts and registered adult
participants to the special skills,
equipment, and safety precautions
associated with scuba diving,
encourages aquatics activities that
promote fitness and recreation,
and provides a foundation for
those who later will participate in
more
advanced
underwater
activity. The Try Scuba experience
contains two parts - Knowledge
Development and Water Skills
Development.
During the first part,
participants learn
basic dive safety
information and overview skills to
be used during their water
experience.
The Water Skills
Development session introduces
essential dive skills, such as mask
clearing, regulator clearing, and
alternate air source use. The Try
Scuba program is conducted in
clear, confined water by a certified
instructor.
Completion of all
requirements sets the stage for
additional training, but does not
qualify the participant to dive
independently, either in confined
water or open water environments.

Scuba Diver Certification is a
possibility with older children and
adults. This certification will allow
you to dive anywhere with a
qualified Dive Buddy. You will be
challenged with more Knowledge
Development and Water Skills
Development which promote a
comprehensive
safe
diving
experience. Curriculum includes
Scuba safety, physical fitness,
emergency
preparedness,
waterman ship, buddy system,
underwater
communication,
equipment,
buoyancy
control,
understanding pressure, and more!
With the Scuba Scout
Program you can learn
to scuba dive playing
cool games underwater
and
earn
certificates
for
completing different courses like,
creature ID and even a wreck diver
class, all great fun. So, if you are
looking for a new hobby or
adventure that is way cool then
check out our Scuba Scout
program and have the time of your
life, meeting lots of new friends
and earning loads of certificates.

Try Scuba
Time: evenings or weekends, flexible schedule
Covers: all equipment and instruction
Location: local Pool or Lake Rawlings

Jr. Scuba Diver
Time: classroom sessions are held evening and
water sessions are weekend activities
Covers: all equipment and instruction
Location: local Pool and or Lake Rawlings

Additional Information:
• Participants must pass swim test.
• If a potential participant is experiencing sinus
problems during the session they may have
difficulty participating in this activity due to
pressure changes.
• Prior to coming a signed waiver and
parent/guardian permission are required.
• Completed medical questionnaire and as
necessary a physician signature is required for
medical conditions.
Parents are encouraged to attend and
participate. Don’t let the kids have all the fun!

